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University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721 

About 30% of the Uranian moon Ariel was imaged at sufficient resolution 
by Voyager 2 to permit geologic mapping (Fig. 1). Study of landform morphol- 
ogy and stratigraphy lead to the following summary of Ariel's geology. 

An early era of global resurfacing (following heavy bombardment) is 
inferred by other workers (1, 2, 3, 4). One unit-- cratered uplands-- dates 
to this era. This was followed by extensional tectonism and local resur- 
facing comprising Ariel's second major geological era. Extension occurred 
via the formation of: 1) 2-3 km deep canyons (grabens); 2) isolated scarps 
that are probably normal faults; and 3) subdued valleys with chain-like 
appearance. Local resurfacing involved the formation of undifferentiated 
lowlands, hummocky plains, flows, smooth plains, and ridges. The last three 
units are among the youngest on Ariel and are almost certainly volcanic in 
origin. Two flows reside in canyon lowlands (in Pixie Chasma and at the 
junction of Sylph and Korrigan Chasmata), one overlies cratered uplands, and 
another occupies about three-fourths of the present floor of Yangoor crater. 
The four flows are thick and have steep margins; shadow measurements suggest 
that the Pixie Chasma flow is 1.0-1.7 km thick, with a best estimate of 1.4 
km. The flows show remarkably little tendency to fill depressions, which 
together with their steep margins, suggest that they were extremely pasty. 
The flows have a much lower spreading tendency than andesitic or even 
rhyolitic lavas on Earth (taking gravity into account). This implies that 
the flows were ice-laden as they moved across the surface, if they have H20- 
rich or H20-NH3 peritectic compositions (cf. 5). Ridees are 5-15 km wide, 
25-200 km long, and between 0.5-2 km high; smaller ridges are convex upwards 
while larger ridges  have flat tops or subtle medial depressions. In some 
areas ridges morphologically resemble-- and even grade into-- flows. Ridges 
probably formed by fissure eruptions of highly pasty volcanic products 
similar to flows. Le~rechaun Vallis and S~rite Vallis lack the chain-like 
appearance of.other valleys on Ariel. Both sit astride or at the margins of 
smooth plains, and both have upturned rims that locally resemble ridges. The 
valleys are interpreted to be giant (few km-wide) fissures that contributed 
to, but were not fully buried by, volcanic outpourings that formed smooth 
plains. The final era in Ariel's geological evolution was marked by the 
production of bright impact crater deposits, which stratigraphically overlie 
all other units. Thus, volcanism on Ariel is inferred to have taken place 
well before the cessation of significant impact cratering (1, 3). 

Fig. 1 (opposite). Geologic map of Ariel, drawn in a perspective view of the 
southern hemisphere centered on 45'~, 315O~. Units shown include : cratered 
uplands ( a ) , undifferentiated lowlands (L) , hummocky plains (HP) , 
flows ( &X) ) ,  smooth plains ( a ) ,  and ridges ( ) .  Sprite and Leprechaun 
Vallis are indicated by connected triangles. 
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